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The products produced by BSC Attach are still in production 
and logistics We are proving its value by overcoming the harsh 
environment.  

Holding, Moving, Lowering, Pushing, Pulling

These things are simple repetitive tasks that may seem simple, but I 

have learned from BSC ATTACH over 30 years of experience what is 

important for this simple task to be successful.



BSCATTACH is

With 30 years of experience, bscattach is a company specializing in 

forklift workspaces that are well-known for their quality and durability 

economy in more than 10 countries.

BSCATTACH is 

becoming Korea's No1 forklift attachment 

company through the establishment of a 

customized design, fabrication, and rapid 

maintenance service system that meets 

the needs of its customers.



BSC 어태치

Inverta Push Clamp

Paper Roll Clamp

Bale  Clamp

Carton  Clamp

Function       

We'll rotate the cargo on the palette, 
we'll retrieve the palette, we'll push it with 
pusher. a work device that is loaded into 
containers and freight cars.

Purpose       

       Cargo can be shipped without pallets and 
expensive pallets can be retrieved.   
It is mainly effective in the logistics of 
petrochemical products.              

Function              

ARM that rotates 360° clamps and sets 
up or lies in circular cargo.

Purpose              

       Paper companies, printing companies, 
newspapers, etc. to transport goods in roll 
form to unload and load them. 

Suitable for.

Function                     

       ARM (wing) of various sizes compresses 
cargo and transports it without a palette.              

Purpose                     

      It is suitable for unloading and loading
various products such as paper companies, 
textile companies, recycled products (paper, 

rubber plastic) companies, raw cotton and rice 
straw treatment companies, pulp companies, 
etc.

Function                     

       A thin wide aluminum ARM (wing) that 
clamps weak cargo, such as catron box, 
from the side to carry without a palette.

Purpose                     

It is effective when handling electronics,
 confectionery boxes, food boxes and fruit 

box chemicals that are vulnerable to shock or 
pressure.



BSC 어태치

Fork  Clamp

Turn a Load Clamp

Drum Clamp

Block Clamp

Function                     

       The fork of the ba;e clamp is welded
 instead of the ARM, which allows the 
selection of the function and clamp 
function of the fork positioner to be 
performed.

Purpose                     

Since the gap of fork can be adjusted freely, 
it is easy to transport long iron cargo long 
wood cargo and various sizes of pallet cargo 
when used as a clamp and as a fork positioner 
function.

Function                     

       The ARM (wing) for the half-moon 
drum moves by clamping on both sides 
through the cylinder on the left and 
right. One, two, or four can be handled 
depending on the purpose of the work.

Purpose                     

      handling of drums and similar cylindrical 
cargo (chemical products, beverage solutions, 
paints, ink, adhesives, waste disposal)

Function                     

       A device consisting of two fork ARMs 
for parrett and clamping the cargo on the 
palette to rotate left and right.       

Purpose                     

      It is a work device for exchanging production 
and shipping pallets and is also used to pour 
out contents in plastic or steel containers.

Function                     

       Move brick-like cargo without pallet to 
ARM (wing) with rubber plate attached.

Purpose                     

            Move building material items such as 
concrete blocks and bricks.



BSC 어태치

Load Stabilizer

Hinged Fork      

Hinged Bucket      

Rotating Fork      

Function                     

A working device that prevents the 
cylinder from shaking and collapsing while 
it is moving by pressing the product on the 
pressure plate at the top.

Purpose                     

       Used to handle 1 pallet, 2 pallet and 
3 pallets in beverage company, glass 
factory corrugated company, pharmaceutical 
company appliance company.

Function                     

The two hydraulic cylinders greatly tilt 
the fork to the upper 35 degrees lower 
45 degrees, allowing for the transport and 
loading of cylindrical cargo.

Purpose                     

Effective in raw wood, cement pipes, pipes, 
bricks and loading operations.       

Function                     

Buckets are attached to the hinged fork 
to act as small rotor. Bucket is

It can be removable, and it can also be 
used as a normal fork after removing 
buckets.              

Purpose                     

Suitable for cargo transport or unloading in 
raw material conditions such as sand, cement, 
grain, salt, waste, etc.

Function                     

360 degree fork rotates left and right, 
pouring cargo into containers, and palette 

works like a regular forklift.

Purpose                     

It is suitable for unloading and transporting 
powder and useful (liquid) objects such as 

machinery processing plants (chip) processing, 
waste treatment companies, feed company 
food company and casting company.



BSC 어태치

90˚Coil Upender Function                     

Two ARMs are opened and closed 
simultaneously by the hydraulic cylinder, 
and can also move left and right to close 

the product gap while holding the product, 
and a square rubber pad at the end of 
the ARM can be rotated 90 degrees by 
the hydraulic cylinder to set up and lay the 
product.

Purpose                     

Coil steel production company, large tire 
production and repair company

Multi Pallet Handler      
Function                     

You can use two pallets side by side by 
side by side by opening the fork, and 
you can work with a common one in the 
forklift width.       

Purpose                     

      It is easy to place a place in loading cargo 
and is suitable for improving the efficiency 
of forklift work in container cargo operations, 
and is also used by general palette handling 
companies to increase productivity. (drink 
company, home appliance company, 
petrochemical company. food company)

Hinged Bucket Grapple     
Function                     

Used to drive waste materials and 
recycled plastic up and down by attaching 
a bucket with grapple to the hinging fork 

function.          

Purpose                     

recycling company

Load Pusher
Function                     

Push the cargo on the fork with the back 
rest surface to unload.

Purpose                     

Useful for warehouses that handle goods 
that are difficult to handle, such as boxed 
items, etc. that can be deeply loaded, such 
as containers.
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